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I The biggest 1 
trade fair for 

waste disposal 

Munich, 
7-11 May 1996 

With over 1,200 exhibitors already booked at IFAT 96, the Munich Trade 
Fair Centre is bursting at the seams. Every available square metre of the 25 
halls will be occupied, by the latest equipment and services for water, waste 
and sludge treatment; disposal, recycling and reprocessing of refuse; 
sewer maintenance, municipal cleaning and land decontamination. 

The enclosed brochure gives you an overview of all events including the 
comprehensive congress programme organised by the EWPCA and 
ISWA, which runs alongside the trade fair. Please call us for more 
information, for tickets and for catalogues which will be available during 
April at the Sterling equivalent prices. 

Away from the frantic business activity there is Munich’s enticing blend of 
warm May evenings and famous beer gardens. Take a look at the enclosed 
travel brochure. Commercial Trade Travel can offer you a flexible 
combination of flights from all major UK airports and accommodation in 
hotels selected for their proximity to the trade fair centre. Book early. With 
more than 100,000 visitors expected, hotels are filling fast. Leave it late and 
you will end up miles from Munich. For more details, speak to Sally or 
Vivienne at CTT on 01622 686676. 

In 1996, all IFAT visitors with valid tickets are entitled to use Munich’s 
U-Bahn, S-Bahn and trams free of charge. Buy your tickets from Pattern in 
advance and save time and money from the minute you arrive in Munich. If 
you are in Ireland, contact our agent there, John Couzens on 075 41741 
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